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we’ve reached a point in media relations history where 
content may be king, but it is the people (aka audiences) 
who actually rule. 

in this new era, it’s no longer enough to capture eyeballs 
or count page views. instead, communications professionals must up 
their storytelling game to produce consumer-centered content and 
provide nearly instantaneous access to the information audiences 
and stakeholders desire. and they must do all of this while remaining 
copyright-compliant. 

This white paper will explore: 
 
 8 The “paradox” of emerging media

    8 The challenges facing content providers and media professionals

    8 hyperlocal initiatives

 8 The rise of mobile apps

            8 The future of The Media
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The Paradox of Emerging Media 
The boundaries of the media universe are continuously shrinking as traditional, social, and digital 
media morph into, simply, The Media. As this New York Times article explains, the media divide  
that characterized journalism has all but vanished, with print writers moving to online or even digital-
only formats.

The steady erosion of boundaries between The Media, however, is occurring at the same time that 
the outer dimensions of the media landscape are being enlarged, as content channels become 
increasingly fragmented and niche oriented. The paradox of this simultaneous contraction and 
expansion is one that creates both valuable opportunities and formidable challenges. Content 
providers must protect and enhance their revenue streams while trying to meet the ever-changing 
demands of their audiences.

Challenges Facing Communications Professionals in the Digital Age 
PR and media relations professionals, who rely on media coverage to tout the success of their efforts, 
have their own set of challenges, including but not limited to:

   8  Moving beyond buzzwords in order to truly understand the needs and values of their   
              audiences, so that messages and campaigns become more strategic.

   8 Creating content that resonates and engages, regardless of the distribution channel.

   8 Increasing the effectiveness of social media campaigns in order to reach more of the  
              audiences that matter.

   8 Optimizing online content for search to increase awareness of a company, brand or client.

   8 Expanding media outreach to identify, and build relationships with the journalists and  
              bloggers who are relevant to a specific campaign. 

   8 Managing the message throughout their communities.

   8 Respecting online and social media ettiquette and audience preferences while producing  
              quality leads.

   8 Complying with copyright law to ensure that messages, and the manner in which content  
              is used, don’t infringe on the content provider’s intellectual-property rights.

Let’s take a closer look at how both hyberlocal news and mobile apps are benefiting The Media and, 
by extension, helping communications professionals meet the challenges described above. 

Connecting with Audiences via Hyperlocal Initiatives 
The durability of news outlets that are tightly linked to their neighborhoods provides opportunity 
for PR practitioners willing to dig in and learn what these outlets and their communities value. The 
number of these so-called “hyperlocal” sites is growing as The Media and leading search engines 
partner with non-media entities (such as universities and journalism schools) and existing hyperlocal 
operations to ratchet-up hyperlocal coverage.

 “Hyperlocal is difficult, expensive and not for the faint of heart,” says Barb Palser, director of digital 
media for McGraw-Hill Broadcasting Co., in this American Journalism Review article. Nonetheless, she 
notes, “news organizations and startups across the country are betting heavily that hyperlocal news 
sites will solve the needs of both consumers and advertisers.” 

And with good reason, since “local online advertising has grown 45 percent each year for the last five 
years,” according to this article from ReelSEO.
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http://www.nytimes.com/2010/10/11/business/media/11carr.html?_r=1&emc=eta1
http://emediavitals.com/content/journalism-schools-new-hyperlocal-hubs-publishers
http://emediavitals.com/content/journalism-schools-new-hyperlocal-hubs-publishers
http://www.ajr.org/article.asp?id=4902
http://www.reelseo.com/advertising-opportunities-local-online-news-video/
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Examples of Hyperlocal Print and Online
8 Baristanet: Currently serving seven towns in New Jersey, Baristanet is touted as “a leader in  
       hyperlocal blogging and online citizen journalism.” The site is overseen by veteran journalists  
       Debbie Galant, a freelance columnist for The New York Times, and Liz George, a staff writer at The  
        New York Daily News. It averages over 9,000 views a day. 

8 GoHyperLocal: GoHyperLocal encourages users to submit their favorite hyperlocal websites for 
       listing and offers tips for effectively creating hyperlocal content. Its directory currently contains      
       more than 80 sites – filtered by large-scale local, community news, hyperlocal, and local niche – in  
        the United States and the United Kingdom. 

8 Patch.com: One of the largest hyperlocal sites, AOL’s Patch.com projected, in this press release,  
       that it would expand its reach to over 500 communities in 20 states by the end of 2010. As of  
       Dec. 7, 2010, it provides access to 470 communities with an additional 267 on the way. Users  
       need only select their state on the map to view the hyperlocal sites currently offered in their area. 

Examples of Hyperlocal Broadcast
8 CBS News offers options for individuals looking to connect with hyperlocal and community news.  
       For example, KPHO.com (CBS-5 out of Phoenix) gives local audiences the chance to “tell it like it is.”

8 CBS Radio now offers streaming online radio for nearly 200 of its local and major market stations  
       and custom channels through Radio.com. Users can create profiles and auto-track log or  
       “scrobble” with Last.fm

8 NBC launched New York Non-Stop, a 24/7 hyperlocal news channel, and has expanded the  
       concept to nine other cities and states including, but not limited to, the Bay Area, Chicago,  
       Connecticut, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C.

8 NPR is one of the major news sources leading the way for online hyperlocal media and  
       advertising. In 2009, it received a three million dollar grant.  The network has stated that “the  
       new funding will allow a pilot group of a dozen NPR stations with the resources to provide in- 
       depth, hyperlocal news on a topic that is most relevant to a community where the station is  
       located.” In addition, “the new grants also allow the stations to hire new ‘journalist bloggers,’ who  
       will focus exclusively on reporting and aggregating news about a topic relevant to that city,”  
       reports an article from TechCrunch contributor Leena Rao.

Hyperlocal Hybrids 
Serving the Metro Washington, D.C., area, TBD.com brings together hyperlocal blogs and community 
websites. The TV station and website currently boasts over 200 blogs in its community network. 
The goal? “Create a comprehensive guide to local news and entertainment, delivered on multiple 
platforms, for anyone interested in what’s happening in the region.”

And they aren’t the only media bridging together hyperlocal media from a variety of channels. 
Chicago Tribune (CT) recently announced the redesign of TribLocal, its hyperlocal site. First released 
in 2007, “TribLocal provides a unique mix of professional and user generated content” for 88 towns in 
the Chicago area. In addition, TribLocal produces “a weekly digest of local news” that it includes in the 
Thursday print edition of CT. 
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http://www.baristanet.com/
http://debbiegalant.com/bio.html
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/liz-george/3/296/18a
http://www.gohyperlocal.com/
http://corp.aol.com/2010/08/17/aol-s-patch-launches-100th-site-plans-expansion-to-more-than-50/
www.patch.com
http://www.kpho.com/index.html
http://www.cbsradio.com/streaming/index.html
www.radio.com
http://www.last.fm/
http://www.nbcnewyork.com/station/shows/New-York-Nonstop.html
http://techcrunch.com/2009/10/02/npr-gets-3-million-grant-for-hyper-local-news-coverage-initiative/
http://www.tbd.com/
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/triblocal-launches-new-website-106711103.html


The Media Adopts Mobile Apps 
A number of the hyperlocal sites and media mentioned above also incorporate mobile apps into 
their media mix. For instance, The New York Times, The New York Daily News, Chicago Tribune, CBS, 
KPHO, NBC, NPR, and TBD all have mobile apps of one kind or another. In fact, Radio.com (CBS 
Interactive Music Group/CBS Radio) was actually named by Ad Age as having the “best iPad app 
to make you love radio again,” while NPR’s mobile app was named “Best Broadcaster iPhone/iPad/
Android Apps.”

Even media moguls, like News Corp.’s Rupert Murdoch, who recently announced that he would be 
partnering with Apple’s Steve Jobs to create the iNewspaper, are betting that mobile apps will help 
turn the media industry around.

These tactics seem to be paying off. According to a recent Pew study on the rise of app culture in the 
U.S., 75 percent of mobile app users use an app to buy a product online, compared with 66 percent 
of all Internet users. It is thought that “in-app purchases now represent about 30 percent of all iPhone 
App Store revenue,” as quoted in this GigaOm article.

But why are users steadily gravitating towards mobile apps? 

The Rise – and Appeal – of Mobile Apps 
More audiences and media professionals alike are utilizing mobile applications because of the ease 
and flexibility they offer in accessing and disseminating content. Kristen Purcell, Pew’s associate 
director, explains in this interview that, with apps, “people can customize content, they can filter 
content and they can get on their device only those things that are meaningful to them.” Mobile apps 
offer users the ability to access the content and engage directly with brands and companies they 
value the most.

In addition, mobile apps provide users with:

8 Faster and more-direct access to valued content.

8 More-secure web connections, particularly if the application is proprietary. 

8 Customization and control over messages.

8 Hyperlocal content.

8 Greater interactivity.

8 Enjoyment from physically using the apps and from the experience created by the stories    
       contained within the apps.

8 Additional features and supplemental content not found in static publications or websites.  
  
Mobile apps provide The Media and media relations professionals with similar benefits. Mobiles apps 
and hyperlocal media, alike, address many of the same challenges enumerated earlier.
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Seventy-five percent of mobile app users use an app to buy a product online, compared with 
66 percent of all Internet users. (PEW Study: The Rise of App Culture, 2010). In-app purchases 
now represent about 30 percent of all iPhone App Store revenue. (GigaOm Article: One Third 
of Top-Grossing iPhone Apps are Free).

http://adage.com/mva2010/article?article_id=147323
http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media/Files/Reports/2010/PIP_Nielsen Apps Report.pdf
http://gigaom.com/2010/11/10/one-third-of-top-grossing-iphone-apps-are-free/
http://www.pewinternet.org/Media-Mentions/2010/Apps-Are-they-worth-the-ROI.aspx
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Hyperlocal, Mobile Apps, and the Future of The Media 
The Media can no longer prosper merely by pushing content out to the masses. It must instead find 
and use digital technology in innovative ways that enable it to engage with its multiple audiences. 
As a result, media professionals will have to become more strategic in how they interact with The 
Media and their audiences. They must create campaigns that support their communities and provide 
value – whether through hyperlocal media, mobile apps, or some other form that’s bound to come 
along. Messages must include stronger calls to action and encourage audiences to move beyond 
mere consumption of information. 

Hyperlocal initiatives and mobile applications could prove to be the saving grace for The Media—if 
it can provide quality content in formats that readers want. At the same time, there will be important 
questions to ponder, such as, “Who truly owns hyperlocal and mobile content?” Whatever the answer, 
standards will have to be set accordingly.

 
Mobile Apps

2009 2010 2013 2014 2015

global revenue
 
$5.1 billion $6.8 billion

 
$15.92 billion $21.5 billion n/a

 
global downloads

 
3.44 billion

 
5.7 billion

 
18.9 billion n/a 23.15 billion

FIGURE 1: MOBILE APP STATS COMPILED BY AVERAGING STATS FROM A VARIETY OF INDUSTRY 
SOURCES AND PREDICTIONS.

How BurrellesLuce Can Help 
Taking control of every stage of your media planning, monitoring, and reporting efforts has 
never been easier than with BurrellesLuce. Our comprehensive suite of affordable services is fully 
integrated in one convenient and easy-to-use portal, BurrellesLuce WorkFlow™. Incorporate and 
review your traditional print, broadcast, online and social media results in one report. Research and 
engage journalists and bloggers and intelligently plan future campaigns. Build and manage social 
media communities. WorkFlow gives you everything you need to start organizing and managing 
your media relations and public relations results.

Thirty percent of individuals read community newspapers. (PEW Study: Americans 
Spending More Time Following the News, 2010). Other research suggests that people 
are willing to pay more for specialized online content, than they would for generic news.
(PricewaterhouseCooper Study: Outlook For Newspaper Publishing in the Digital Age, 2010).

http://people-press.org/report/?pageid=1792
http://emediavitals.com/blog/1005/readers-will-pay-more-specialized-online-content
http://www.burrellesluce.com/services/media_monitoring/burrellesluce_workflow?cid=thl_WP_TYI5LM7N
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You Wouldn’t Take a Megaphone to a 
Cocktail Party... So, Why Use One for  

Your Media Relations Efforts?

With BurrellesLuce Media ContactsPlus, more-precisely target journalists and bloggers by custom matching your media 
outreach results to the subject of your content. By accessing the cumulative body of work of available journalist, blogger, 
freelance, and syndicated writers you can start building relationships, not lists, and turn up the relevancy of your key messages. 
Crafting individualized, custom messages, presskits, and social media releases help guarentee the relevancy of your pitch. 
Or export your results to follow-up with a journalist or blogger in another format of your choice and further enhance the 
relationship. Journalists actively evaluate the accuracy of the materials you send, providing ContactsPlus with constant 
feedback and suggestions for improving media outreach.

Start building media relationships today, with BurrellesLuce!  
To Learn More visit burrellesluce.com/medialandscape or call us at 800.840.2565.

www.burrellesluce.com/medialandscape


BurrellesLuce WorkFlow gives you everything you need to 
start organizing and managing your media relations and 
public relations efforts.

your path to pr success. your path to pr success.  pr success pr success.

For immediate assistance:
call 800.631.1160 or visit burrellesluce.com/workflow

burrellesLuce.  Maximize your Media relations results.

Taking control of every stage of your media planning, monitoring, and measurement efforts has never been easier 
than with burrellesLuce. our comprehensive suite of affordable services is now fully integrated in one convenient and 
easy-to-use portal, BurrellesLuce WorkFlow. whether you’re looking to view your edited and/or unedited media 
coverage from national and local print, broadcast, video, online and social media sources, or research and engage 
journalists and bloggers, report on results, intelligently plan future campaigns or run self-guided searches –  
burrellesLuce has a solution that is right for you.
 

www.burrellesluce.com/workflow?cid=thl_WP_TYI5LM7N



